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  MAGICAL FAIRY TALE 
 
 

Georgina Chapman and Keren Craig has created a breathtaking collection 

of  Spring/Summer 2018. This event will be taking place at 32 Watkins 

Glen Drive on Friday September 14 at 7:00 pm. Their line Marchesa is a 

brand known for a red carpet look.They created this collection based on 

Princess Aimee Isabella Crocker book. Their show will be incorporating a 

lot of phenomenal dresses that includes  massive ropes of pearls, 3-D 

flower embroidery and bugle beading.  
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Their selection of collection was to embrace women empowerment. 

According to the designers they want women to feel like they can escape 

reality and go into their own fairytale when wearing the dresses. Since the 

collection was based on the princess book they wanted to include her 

personality in it which was based on being fearless and her being obsessed 

with the east where they involved japan designs in their dresses. Princess 

Aimee was also in loved with pearls where the designers incorporate layers 

of it in their designs. 

 

Their are 3 highlighted looks in this fashion show. One of the looks is a 

black dress with a sheer upper top with golden japanese thread designs. 

Bottom of the dress is puffy with a continuous golden japanese thread 

designs. Another look is a nude top with layers of pearl embellishments and 

the lower bottom is a neutral color, pleated with a design on the side. The 

last look is a fairy tale look. The top part is a lavender color that is wrap 

around and the lower bottom is a black tulle skirt with a pleated front 

which have purple and pink flowers falling down on it. Overall these 

dresses in this collection is to bring your inner princess out so you can feel 

good about yourself. 
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Georgina Chapman and Keren Craig created this collection to make it feel 

magical for women. They included sheer fabric, a lot of flowers and pearl 

embellishment. It was very colorful and very feminist. The vibe was to feel 

like a fairy tale moment. Their message was clear enough for the viewers to 

know you should feel confident and  beautiful. Season after season it still 

feels like they come up with fresh ideas that keep their style trending. 
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